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Dance Past It 
- Pamela Martin 
 
The voice ‒ from breakfast ‒ eludes me now. 
I toyed with it, 
ignored its clamor 
ran away. 
 
That voice ‒ so loud ‒ is silent now. 
It doesn’t pursue, 
it does not wait. 
It’s vanished ‒ like frost peeling from my roof in morning sun. 
 
Moment by moment, 
rain drips off the holly’s black branch, 
slides into the cold earth, 
and I, silly in the winter light ‒ dance past it. 



Dreams of Summer 
- James Piatt 
 
Leaves painted by the orange grasp 
Of summer’s heated hand, faded to 
Yellow then a lazy rusty brown: 
 
Fall with paintbrush in hand 
Twisted the colors of the summer day 
Into a chilly fall morn then winter arrived 
Suddenly one late afternoon and coated 
It with a deep blue coldness: 
 
It’s winter, and the weather is brusque 
As a lover’s denial: The earth is damp with 
Muted moisture, and a cold, obscurely 
Abrupt wind tumbled down the valley, 
Causing an old man to dream of summer. 



Everyday 
- MJ Iuppa 
 
Waking early, I 
turn on the kitchen 
light. Night has ended here. Still 
it’s dark out there, and somewhere 
another night gets darker 
and sleep is a way of making it 
to the next day. 
 
Suffering happens 
to those who are stuck 
in-between. 



The Man Who Did Nothing 
- Christina Dalcher 
 
  The boys rolled into town on a dry, windless Sunday. There were three of them, and they 
carried mischief in the shape of a box of Redbird strike-anywhere matches and a rusting gas can. 
  Bill Booker saw it coming and did nothing. 
  Two of them were more than kids, less than men, and Booker watched them set up camp 
outside the First Baptist on Main and Grady, on the porch his missus had whitewashed last week. 
(Flora Booker did not do the whitewashing herself but hired one of the local boys to ‒ in her 
words ‒ "purty it up" in time for the annual pie contest.) The boy had done a nice job, a fine job, 
Booker thought as his chair rocked an easy rhythm on his own porch, yet to be whitewashed and 
purtied up. What the hell. A porch was a porch, purty or dirty, and he was content where he was. 
  What spoiled his Sunday contentment was not the presence of the boys themselves, but 
the eyes of the two eldest as they stared out past the porch rails and surveyed Main Street. They 
were eyes that some might mistake as full of anger, but Booker thought not. They looked full of 
pain, and they put him in mind of a wild dog he'd seen on a day as long gone as Flora Booker's 
smile and size-six sundresses. At the time, his child mind had wondered what would become of 
the beast if it managed to bring a brood of mongrels into the white-washed perfection that was 
Jackson's Gap. 
  Flora Jean, Homecoming Queen. She’d been pretty as a Georgia peach and twice as 
sweet. But that was Back Then. Back before Jackson's Gap got itself a new pastor ‒ the 
handsome, charismatic, and painfully ignorant Pastor Peter Pilkin. 
  Across Grady Street, the two older boys settled in, establishing themselves on the porch 
with no mind to whether someone might give a care. The younger pup ‒ Booker figured he 
hadn't yet made it ten circles around the sun ‒ sat a distance away, staring off into space, 
sneaker-clad feet (baby feet, Booker thought) kicking the air. 
  Booker turned up the plastic cockroach in his ear. He liked to keep it turned down ‒ off, 
even ‒ because he'd run out of things worth listening to back when Flora Jean ran out of smile. 
That, and the only words he was bound to hear on a Sunday afternoon rhymed with "Honey Do." 
His missus would catch on soon enough, sooner if she blew out a fuse or kinked up the garden 
hose, but for every second he kept the volume off, Bill Booker enjoyed a peaceful stay from the 
execution of household chores and fix-it-jobs. The Power-Play bonus ball was the pleasant 
absence of Pastor Pilkin's weekly repent-for-the-wrath-of-God-is-nigh ramblings. Bill Booker, as 
far as he knew, had nothing to repent. 
  This was not quite true. Booker repented, not so much his wrongdoings as his regrettable 
lack of right-doings. 
  The towhead pup continued on, idly pedaling at the air between the porch floorboards 
and the patch of clay that was Pastor Pilkin's very own Eden. The other two had emptied their 
rucksacks onto those same floorboards and took up the quiet Main and Grady vigil once more. 
Booker edged his rocker a few inches back and pretended to be absorbed in a cloud. His hearing 
might be heading south on a fast train, but his wits and his eyes were as good as they had ever 
been. Sometimes too good, he thought. Those eyes had seen some sights, more than one or two 
Bill Booker wished they hadn't. 
  Flora's voice broke through the window, and he turned the mechanical ear back down 
until she left strident, passed through sibilant, and set down to rest on silent. Just the way he 
liked it. When he was sure she'd finished, he turned it back up. 



  Rucksack One gave a nod to his buddy, who Booker put at eighteen if a day, and began 
lining up a series of short, black sticks. From across Grady Street, and with the sun reflecting off 
of Flora's whitewash job, they weren't much more than tinker toys someone at the factory forgot 
to dip into the vats of red and green and blue. 
  Black and white, Booker thought, and his thoughts left the sticks and the porch and the 
boys, and traveled backward on the sixty-year-long path that had brought him here, to this porch 
on Grady Street, to Flora's harping and honey-doing, to having no occupation aside from sitting 
and reading and watching. Not that there was much to watch, not anymore, not since Evie left. 
  His daughter had been a tiny, towheaded thing, not so unlike the boy across the street, the 
pup with his skinny legs poking through the porch spindles. Evie had done that as a child, even 
kicked the air in the same way. 
  "Look, Daddy! I'm a bad guy in jail!" she would say. The next afternoon she'd be a 
monkey in a zoo, all ooh-ooh-ooh! and ee-ee-ee! until Flora hollered out of the kitchen window, 
telling the girl she wouldn't have her child running around like those nigger boys from up the 
street. Booker had wanted to slap the words from his wife’s mouth the first time he'd heard them. 
He didn't, but he should have. 
  Booker knew the power of words, knew how they could scorch and burn and char. He 
also knew silence could do the same. 
  A heavy clunk drew his eyes up and over Grady Street, back to the boys, and he saw the 
red of the jerry can set off against the white paint like an open wound. The biggest of the trio 
started screwing on the nozzle, the other dark-eyed boy circled his arm in a get-on-with-it 
gesture, and the small blonde kid kept up the slow air kicks. Booker squinted at him, amazed at 
the likeness. 
  Evie had blended into the porch when she was a tot, her shock of hair whitewashed by a 
different painter, and the pup across Grady Street set Booker's mind to the girl who daydreamed 
and read and asked questions. That was the trouble with the folks in this godforsaken town ‒ no 
one asked questions. They went to their church on Sunday mornings and baked their pies on 
Sunday afternoons and vomited out the Gospel According to Pastor Pilkin on the other six days 
of the week. And every single one of them had trucked on down to the river to be baptized clean 
of The Big Sin. Glory, glory, goddamned hallelujah. If that old battle-weary Jesus marched into 
Jackson's Gap with his terrible swift sword today, there wouldn't be many folks left to sing about 
it tomorrow. Population eight hundred sixteen to zero in seven-point-oh seconds. 
  For the first time in a long while, Bill Booker smiled. 
  He'd spare Evie, though, the good Lord would. He'd spare her plenty and then spare her 
all over again because she was the only good thing that had ever happened to Jackson's Gap. And 
God knows her mother had tried to wring that goodness out of her. "No, you are not goin' down 
to the creek with those colored girls, missy." "Yes, you will go to services, stomach flu or not." 
"Put down that trash you're readin and get to helpin with the chores." 
  You're not. You are. You will. You won't. Booker wished he'd been born deaf as a post. 
When Flora stubbed her toe on a popped nail in the kitchen floor and hollered out that he would 
fix that deathtrap if he really loved her, he wished it all over again. 
  He turned off the electric ear and shaded his eyes against the sun as he looked out over 
Grady Street at the trio. They were a funny lot, the three of them, a sort of bicolor Cerberus ‒ 
two-thirds dark Hades hound, one-third snowy angel. Booker watched the older ones dip their 
black tinker toys into the jerry can, two at a time, and lay them out on the porch, as if spelling 
something. When they finished, they started down the steps, pouring gas from the can around the 



church while the towhead pup looked on. 
  Just like my girl, he thought. Hell, maybe the towhead pup wasn't a boy at all, but a pup-
ette. Ha. Pup-ette. Booker barked out a laugh and didn't stop until the screen above his head 
shuddered in response to Flora's fist. What the hell. He didn't care if Flora brought the whole roof 
down on his head. Evie would have liked that one. Pup-ette, puppet. A real jeu de mots (a term 
banned in the Booker household due to Flora's thinking it had something to do with the Jews). 
There were, of course, no Jews in Jackson's Gap. 
  But blacks, yeah. 
  "A fine day in this town when they let those people move in next door to hard-workin’ 
Christian folk," Flora had said. Booker hadn’t bothered mentioning that the doctor and his family 
who moved in next door were also hard-workin’ Christian folk. Probably more hard-workin’ 
than Flora. Certainly more Christian. 
  "What's a colored, Ma?" Evie had asked this question for the first time when she was 
four, for the second time when she was five, and for the last time at sixteen. By then she hadn't 
needed to ask, but it was Evie's particular way of forcing her mother’s eyes open. And at sixteen, 
Bill Booker's little girl no longer gave much of a crap whether Flora liked her eyes being forced 
open or not. Nor did Evie care about the backhanded slap served up by Flora Jean Booker, about 
said slap knocking her back into the rack of pegboarded skillets, about being startled enough to 
bite her tongue and draw blood that rained bitter iron drops onto the kitchen lino. On that day, 
Flora Jean was the one who got slapped. And, Booker thought with a vague curl on his lips, 
slapped but good. 
  "It's that Pastor Pilkin, isn't it?" Evie had said. 
  "You mind your tongue, young lady." 
  "Why should I? He doesn't mind his when he talks about Dr. Wade." 
  Booker rocked and watched and thought. The towhead across the street was an odd duck, 
blonde and brown ‒ although several shades lighter than his companions, and damn if he didn't 
have Evie's way about him. 
  Evie. Evie who had been right and who had been wrong, for Pastor Pilkin had not 
slandered Dr. Wade, not technically. He had said only enough to turn the hard-working Christian 
folk of Jackson's Gap away from the young Negro doctor's practice. It had also been enough to 
turn Flora Jean from a fledgling bigot into a full-fledged, blue-ribbon racist. 
  In the kitchen that afternoon, Evie had made up for the pastor's taciturnity with several 
words of her own, and when Flora's right hand swung back a second time, Booker had interfered. 
"That's enough, Flora Jean." 
  She had answered with a smile not unlike those Booker remembered from their courtship 
days, but behind the smile was a stranger. "If you don't like it, William Booker, you can leave." 
  "Maybe I will." But Booker had looked into Evie's eyes and stayed. He had also shut up. 
  His daughter had won the battle in the kitchen that day ‒ a day that seemed a hundred 
country miles behind him now ‒ but she hadn't won the war. That win went to Flora Jean some 
months later, not long after Jackson's Gap had rid itself of the unwanted Dr. Wade and family. 
  It had been a Sunday, much like this one, and Evie hadn't been so light in her loafers, 
wiggling herself out of a morning of Pastor Pilkin's preaching on account of a sour stomach. 
Miracle of miracles, Flora had sanctioned extra hours in bed, not for her daughter's well-being, 
but for the face-saving grace Evie's absence from church would grant Flora herself. Lord and 
God, a whole Christmas dinner must have wormed its way up and out and into the sick bucket 
Flora set by the bed before squeezing into her Sunday gloves and shutting the door. There had 



been no "I hope you feel better, honey,” only a toneless admonishment to keep whatever came 
out in the bucket or Evie would find herself on her hands and knees with a scrub sponge, sick or 
not sick. 
  Across the street, the towhead nodded, pointing down at the black sticks. Booker craned 
his neck and surveyed the empty corner of Main and Grady. Pastor and Mrs. Pilkin would be at 
early supper, free-loading off another sheep in their flock. Everyone else was inside, sucking in 
sports shows from their electronic teats, sipping sweet tea, keeping cool. He had a mind to stroll 
over to the First Baptist's porch and see what the boys were up to. 
  He didn't. 
  On that other Sunday (how long ago was it? ten years? eleven?), Booker had returned 
from services, leaving the rehash of Pastor Pilkin's sermon on propriety to those who gave a 
damn. He turned up his hearing aid and found his little girl ‒ not so little anymore, but still his 
little one, always his little one ‒ on the floor by the bed scrubbing at a puddle of gray-green sick 
on Flora's best quilt. 
  "Sweet Jesus, Evie.” He had bundled her up, never-you-minded her about the quilt, and 
tucked her into bed, not so differently than he'd done when she was six instead of sixteen, a tiny 
towhead angel. He had spooned cola syrup and water into her a teaspoon at a time, shooing Flora 
away from the bedroom door. "It's a quilt, Flora Jean. Evie's our daughter." 
  By suppertime, Evie had recovered. By dessert, she was on the porch steps with a tatty 
valise and the clothes on her back. 
  A car rumbled down Grady, slowing to allow an exchange of nods between its driver and 
Booker. Had the driver nodded toward his right instead of his left, he might have seen three boys 
on the porch of First Baptist. He might have seen their closed eyes and their bowed heads and 
their interlocked hands. He might have seen three boys in an act of silent prayer ‒ or so it seemed 
to Booker from his vantage across the street. It was a funny sort of sight, and he allowed a few 
numbers to dance around in the great tombola of his mind. 
  He had waited, had passed ten years staying silent and sharing a house with a woman he 
no longer loved, quietly tolerating her presence. He had done this out of hope, and nothing more 
than a thin thread of it at that. 
  Evie had not come back. 
  "Good thing, too," Flora had said. "She's no better than them crackers down the road." 
  "Flora Jean." 
  "Pure white cracker. And you would have seen her settin’ in that holy pew, showin’ her 
belly to the good Lord and everybody." 
  Booker had nodded, not out of agreement. 
  "And then ‒ then how would it be? Nine months later she'd parade that little brown baby 
down the aisle, like it was one of the family ‒” 
  Booker had nodded a second time. 
  “‒ with its brown skin and its kinky brown hair and ‒” 
  Booker stopped rocking. The oldest of the boys took a box of Redbirds from his rucksack 
and held it out to the blonde kid. Odd little pup, the kid was ‒ dark and light at the same time. 
Booker had thought on first view the boy might have stayed too long out at the fishing hole on a 
bright day, but now that he studied the boy he saw something different about him. Different and 
the same, all at once. 
  The hair was all Evie and all Booker's mother before Evie came along. The little cock of 
the head, the feet pedaling air ‒ they were Evie as well. But the warm skin and the soft features 



belonged to Dr. Wade's eldest, Michael. 
  A fine old day in this town when they let those coloreds move in right next door to hard-
workin Christian folk. 
  Booker didn't hear the match light, but he knew it had. Without a word, the towhead ‒
Evie's boy, Booker sighed ‒ jumped the railing and tossed the firestick onto Pastor Pilkin's 
purtied-up and pie-ready porch. The older boys shouldered their rucksacks and pushed him 
gently across the street, away from the hellfire that was turning whitewash to charred black, a 
kind of reverse original sin. 
  Rucksack One threw an arm around the child. "That's for your momma's soul, Adam." 
  Booker heard this, and heard the whisper of a hopeful thread, now taut with waiting, 
finally snap. 
  He had read a story once, miles and years back, when Flora still wore a smile as pretty as 
her name. The story was about burning evil things ‒ evil, of course, being a matter of opinion 
and bias and politics and fashion. As he rocked and watched the flames creep up the sides of the 
First Baptist Church, then ‒ as if they were hungrier still ‒ creep along the picket fence to Pastor 
Pilkin's home, Booker recalled the words, modified them. It was, indeed, a perfect, purty, 
goddamned whitewash of a pleasure to burn. 
  "Bill!" 
  Booker watched the woman's mouth move up and down and up. 
  "Bill! God ‒ oh, God forgive me ‒ goddammit. Do something!" 
  He nodded. Then he stopped his rocker, stood, and with no more words, packed a bag 
with three changes of clothes and his bank book, and came out of the house. When he reached 
the bottom of the porch steps, Bill Booker walked down Grady Street in the direction of the three 
boys. 



Those Old Saws Just Don't Cut It Anymore 
- Lois Greene Stone 
 
  Talk, talk, talk. “A stitch in time saves nine,” memorized to mold our lives, is outmoded 
today. How many other adages are so non-21st century? 
  Been a faithful subscriber to several magazines? Have publishers rewarded your constant 
renewal? No ? Television commercials once marketed magazines and lured newcomers with 
freebies or big discounts but only if a subscription had lapsed; loyalty meant a long-term 
subscriber got nothing! 
  So, being prompt, frugal, considerate, and future-oriented are contrary to our current way 
of life.  A "stitch in time" saved magazines paperwork; none had to prepare a new mailing label, 
but it didn’t produce presents. Now, 2017, with fewer printed publications, little has changed. 
  Throw in 19th century philosopher Emerson: "The reward of a thing well done is to have 
done it." How would he have reacted to IBM's 1991 personal computer ad proclaiming, "But you 
get all the presents if you buy now.” I bought their original 1981 PC for lots of money, no 
computer support groups, almost no software, and even got an IBM printer. No one gave me 
gifts then, and IBM didn't offer any to its oldest (no pun intended) and faithful customers. I 
purchased three more IBM PC's since '81 and never did get a thank-you note. Same thing with 
the brand I purchased once IBM exited the personal computer market.  
  Sure, Emerson would’ve told me, I was 'rewarded' with being a pioneer home computer 
owner, but extra cash would have been nice as I continued to be brand loyal. Even now, as I stick 
to a familiar brand, I have to change computers once again as my operating system isn’t 
compatible with much of anything. I have purchased its desktops and printers since Windows 95 
started; why doesn’t it thank me with a free ream of printer paper? 
  Down with the Puritanical "A penny saved is a penny earned" philosophy! It's archaic 
and un-American. It gives great self-esteem but no credit rating. You can't get a loan without 
charge cards and debits. Too risky. Plastic makes perfect. 
  Remember the video camcorder? A "little knowledge is a dangerous thing." Salespeople 
once insisted I go from bulky to 8 mm cassette as VHS or VHS-C would be obsolete. 
"Remember Beta or old cars' 8 track tapes?" they reminded me. Who converted 8 mm tape into 
VHS format in order to play it on a VCR, which, today, is as outmoded as the Kodak Brownie 
camera? "Buy American" helps the national economy, but Kodak exited the 8 mm video camera 
market, then 16 mm film, then print photos. Only "death and taxes" are guaranteed. Kodak, once 
the biggest employer in Rochester, New York, is a shadow of a company, and few people use 
digital cameras since the smartphone in one’s pocket is a camera. 
  We've all heard stores announce semi-annual sales promising the next thing isn't due for 
six months. Twelve days after our purchase, the item is 30% off. Strike when what "iron-is-hot?" 
  Airlines. Call for flight information. Get pressured. "He who hesitates is lost." Coach 
seats are in short supply. True, there's cancellation or change-of-date penalties, but buying 
immediately guarantees that when prices increase, and the operator assures you they will, you 
won't pay for the raise. Well, "penny saved/ penny earned" jingles never note who uses our 
dollars for months prior to actual departure, and fare wars start after our online purchase is 
processed. For a $200 penalty, I can change to the now-lowered price, which, of course, totals 
more because of the huge change-ticket-penalty; if I’d waited to buy at the last minute.... As for 
those people who have not given airlines use of their money in the form of totally-paid-for 
advance reservations with all the penalties for alteration attached, they might be rewarded with 



buying last-minute savings on the same seats. Just like the gifts magazines give to non-
subscribers.  
  So, there's "No fool like an old fool."  Right? 
 
Previously published in The Sacramento Bee, September 4, 1992 
 









An Old Man’s Winter Night 
- Robert Frost 
 
All out of doors looked darkly in at him 
Through the thin frost, almost in separate stars, 
That gathers on the pane in empty rooms. 
What kept his eyes from giving back the gaze 
Was the lamp tilted near them in his hand. 
What kept him from remembering what it was 
That brought him to that creaking room was age. 
He stood with barrels round him ‒ at a loss. 
And having scared the cellar under him 
In clomping there, he scared it once again 
In clomping off ‒ and scared the outer night, 
Which has its sounds, familiar, like the roar 
Of trees and crack of branches, common things, 
But nothing so like beating on a box. 
A light he was to no one but himself 
Where now he sat, concerned with he knew what, 
A quiet light, and then not even that. 
He consigned to the moon ‒ such as she was, 
So late-arising, ‒ to the broken moon 
As better than the sun in any case 
For such a charge, his snow upon the roof, 
His icicles along the wall to keep; 
And slept. The log that shifted with a jolt 
Once in the stove, disturbed him and he shifted, 
And eased his heavy breathing, but still slept. 
One aged man ‒ one man ‒ can’t fill a house, 
A farm, a countryside, or if he can, 
It’s thus he does it of a winter night. 
 
First published in the 1916 edition of Mountain Interval (Henry Holt and Company)  
 



August 
- Ion Corcos 
 
Remnant steps 
cut by hand, 
a terraced slope 
long clear of trees, 
only the scant growth 
of grass, wild herbs 
and thorns. Rocks break 
the yellow land, 
lizards rest. 
A stone house 
holds shadows. 
The land is slow, 
bound to the world 
like a goat, its feet tied together. 



Bigger Than Cornfields 
- Summer Qabazard 
 
I’m awake again 
 
The panic of night 
is bigger than cornfields 
 
Whispers 
land on me 
and spread 
 
The dark 
spreads  
 
The dark 
seeps into 
everything 
 
Nothing left to touch 
but white of bone 
 
I pretend you 
   rest in my arms for some seconds 
 
   Rest in my arms for some seconds 
 
Each returning evening 
is a finger on my lips 
 
We sleep to forget this peace we had 
 
Forget this peace we had 
 
It will only 
make us cry 
 
It is silent 
in the shadows 
 
It is silent 
in the nothing 
 
And I 
am feeling a sadness 
so human it’s unreal 



 
Sleep 
is another place 
 
The house sleeps 
The house is full of moments 
 
The house 
is full of 
 
you 
 
 
not 
 
 
here 



He Who Vegetates 
- Marty Marcus 
 
  Perhaps you have visited the Botanic Garden. You spent an easy hour or so along the paths 
that lead to its leguminous surprises. You probably did not observe me, Hugo Zinser, a human 
shape flitting behind the clever organizations of botanic life. But that is how I wish it. 
  Much in the Garden is under my care. After long years of this custody I am wholly in tune 
with it. Every day I gladly sublimate my animal nature in its leafy camouflage. I won’t deny that I 
have become a kind of shadow, a human vapor who breathes and acts in consort with my living art. 
To visitors passing through I am almost invisible, my face a broad leaf perhaps, my moving form 
mistaken for a bough among others bending in the breeze. Maybe you sensed it while walking 
about ‒ that feeling that plant life, so quiet, and yet so alive, might disguise a voice that sings, a sap 
that bubbles like white water or blood. I am one who is certain that it does. 
  When away from work I am not quite so shy of human contact. But even then my green 
world is never far from my thoughts. Recently, when my friend Ralph’s young wife, Linda, passed 
away after a tragic illness, I proposed a living memorial for her at the Garden. Ralph leaped at the 
idea. 
  “Yes, lovely, a tree,” he agreed. “Hugo, you can pick it out for me.” 
  I suggested a tree for himself as well. 
  “What? But, I thought it was just for those who’ve....” 
  “No. Not necessarily. This way the two trees can be side by side as in your life together.” 
  I could see that Ralph was immediately fascinated by this twist. The Botanic Garden had 
been important to him and Linda. Still, he wanted some reassurance. “Have other couples done 
this?” he asked. 
  It was yet not common, I told him, but, yes, the Garden now had a few sets of plantings for 
partners who have been divided by mortality. “So, on your visits to remember Linda, and 
especially when you cannot be there, in a sense you will always be there next to her.” 
  I am not a married man, but if I were, I would be like Ralph, a husband with deep 
sensitivity to the spiritual bond between man and wife. His was a rock-steady loyalty that had kept 
their marriage healthy and growing for its twelve years, and now, with the separation of death, 
promised only a continuation in spirit. I remembered Linda in much the same way. A composed, 
cheerful wife who had arrived each day for Ralph as a fresh spring bloom. 
  Ralph teaches mathematics at the community college. He is a man of a serene, meditative 
nature, almost Oriental in his cool patience. So I was not surprised by his choice of a site for the 
plantings, the Japanese island, Seifuto. With my guidance he selected two pin oaks trained in the 
traditional Japanese umbrella shape. They are among our most expensive options, but Ralph did 
not seem to mind. The two trees would sit along a tranquil path next to the undulating dragon 
hedge that winds around the entire island garden. 
  The man-made isle is one of several venues in the Botanic Garden under my curatorship. 
Of course, I know how to inhabit all its secret corners, protected from the eyes of the visitors but 
able to observe them in their wonder and pleasure as they are enveloped by my living art. I 
overhear their commentary, sometimes hiding even close enough to see into their eyes and read the 
feelings in their hearts. If, by this, you think I intrude, I see my behavior differently. I suppose it is 
like the gratification of the playwright seated anonymously in the semi-darkened theater among 
the audience. His eyes do not follow the performance but are on the faces of the spectators, all 
unaware of the author’s fascinated observance as he thrills at their tears or laughter. 



                                                                                                               
 

 
 

  The first week after the dedication Ralph came every day to sit on the bench before the two 
young pin oaks. The island’s scale is small and tight. The sacred spirit bridge, which zigzags over 
the koi-filled stream, is only a few feet from the path. It arches high enough so that a man can stand 
beneath it slightly hunched but perfectly disguised in shadow. 
  I was close enough to hear Ralph’s breathing. His quiet words drifted across the path to me.  
“Hello, Linda. It’s me. Can you speak? I’m trying to hear you. Yes, I think I do.” He leaned closer 
as if hearing her voice coming from the umbrella tree. He went on like this for an hour, saying a 
few words, then listening. He heard what I could not. All plants are able to speak, even to sing, but 
in whatever voice and to whomever they choose. Linda’s voice spoke only to Ralph. 
  The two saplings thrived, and hardly a day went by that Ralph did not appear at the living 
shrine, speaking quietly, listening carefully. As I’ve said, I do not consider my presence to be 
eavesdropping, nevertheless, having so many other responsibilities as curator, I soon left him to 
the privacy of his conversations with Linda. 
  One of my responsibilities is attending the frequent business meetings of the Botanic 
Garden’s board of management. A recent concern of the board has been the drought conditions 
which have been growing more and more severe this summer, a real danger to the safety and, 
indeed, the very survival of the grounds. 
  Another chief topic always is fund raising. The Garden exists largely by virtue of the 
generosity of the civic community around it, institutions and individuals who love plant life. With 
his purchase of the trees, my friend Ralph, like many others, had contributed to the health and 
vigor of the conservatory. 
  “But we don’t want the Garden to become too much a place of death,” one of the directors 
said. “I am starting to be concerned that the purchase of these memorial plantings is getting out of 
hand. They’re everywhere you turn anymore.” 
  “Yes,” said another. “It’s starting to feel like a cemetery with all the mourning going on.” 
  “It’s even worse than that. We’ve now had more than a few replacements.” 
  ‘Replacements’ means that in the years since this practice has become popular memorial 
plantings have themselves died and have had to be replaced at a new cost to the donor. For some 
who became deeply attached to the plantings, it is as though the deceased have passed away a 
second time, and mourning begins all over again. 
  “Most folks want a visit to the Garden to be a joyous, light-hearted experience,” agreed 
another of the directors. “They don’t want to be always tiptoeing around grieving people and their 
monuments.” 
  I rose to disagree. “The Garden,” I said, “represents not death, but life in all its forms. If 
you have observed any of these people during their visits, they are not mournful. They are 
communicating, yes, joyously, with the living spirits of their loved ones.” 
  An uncomfortable silence, punctuated only by a few coughs, greeted my remark. The 
well-dressed woman seated next to me managed an expression that somehow looked down at me, 
although I was standing. From her look and in my soiled work clothes, I might have been an 
inhabitant of some wild, uncivilized section of the world instead of an articulate and sophisticated 
botanist. I have seen this same look a lot. In spite of our shared devotion to the Garden, I have 
never felt a sincere bond with these manicured, artificial-smelling men and women of the 
charitable class. If they have regard for me at all, it’s only in a patronizing way, from a distance. 
Rather than their respect, I have often felt their...perhaps it is not too strong a word...contempt.  
They see me as a man to whom the Garden is not, as it is to them, a light-hearted hobby. I bring the 
Garden with me to the meeting room on my shoes and under my nails. Perhaps they judge me as 



                                                                                                               
 

 
 

one who is too intimate with the earth, at best a fanatic, at worst a crank. 
  “I’ll have to side with our caretaker here but for different reasons,” the woman spoke. “We 
must admit that the income from memorial sales has become a very big part of our resources. We 
can’t afford to discourage it.” Caretaker is not the lowest of my designations. I have been 
variously referred to by these volunteers as maintenance man, attendant and even hand. 
  Most of the others agreed with her that the proliferating memorials were, on the whole, 
more depressing than joyous, but in the end they rejected taking any action to limit the practice as 
being financially injudicious. 
  Linda and Ralph, as I inevitably came to call the twin pin oaks, continued to flourish. With 
every one of the young widower’s daily visitations, they perked up visibly, as if in his humanness 
he brought with him some electricity which entered their entangled roots and turned them more to 
each other. 
  For a period of a few months I turned my attentions elsewhere and lost track of Ralph’s 
comings and goings. The next time I saw him, he appeared with a woman at his side. The two were 
arm in arm as they stopped atop the sacred bridge to look down at the stream. She was small and 
compact, with red-dyed hair and square features, and although not unattractive in her way, as 
different in appearance from the gentle face and willowy figure of the blond Linda as could be. 
This woman had the look of a bristly aster as compared to Linda’s tender spring-bud that I fondly 
remembered. Still, there is tolerance in the earth for every shape, color and texture of Creation. 
  I heard Ralph say her name: Kimberly. Her eyes wandered impatiently, I thought, while 
Ralph contemplated the koi fish meandering among the stones in the shallow water. She tugged at 
his arm, and they walked down from the bridge, heading toward the pin oaks. 
  There Ralph stopped, and they sat down together on the bench. Her diamond glinted in the 
sun: yes, an engagement ring! Surprises hit us hard when they come late in life. Linda never wore 
jewelry, not even an engagement ring. And Ralph, the mathematician, so oriental and cool, was not 
one to be presenting diamonds. At least that is what I might have thought earlier if I had ever given 
a thought to such a thing. Yet, in brazen contradiction to my belief, Kimberly’s diamond flashed in 
the afternoon sun. Like all gemstones it was a onetime prisoner of the soil, eager to proclaim its 
escape. 
  “That’s Linda’s tree,” Ralph told her, pointing across the path. I thought you should know 
about it.” 
  From her reaction, this knowledge was obviously a surprise. Kimberly had not been 
forewarned. While reading the inscription on the plaque at the base of Linda’s tree, her small, 
lipsticked mouth puckered tightly as if she had just tasted something sour. 
  “And that one next to it,” he said, “is mine.” 
  At this latest revelation Kimberly’s two eyes tried to look in different directions at once. 
With her neck seeming to resist her will, she was able only slowly to move her gaze from one tree 
to the other and back and finally to Ralph himself. “Yours?” she said, her squarish nose drawing up 
her lip to reveal a row of equally squarish front teeth, pinkened with lipstick. 
  Ralph patted Kimberly’s nervous hands. Calmly he explained the special idea of the two 
trees representing the living and departed friends. 
  She took a long moment to inhale deeply through her nose. “I’m sorry, Ralph,” she told 
him, letting out the breath. “I don’t know what made you think I would be interested in this. I find 
it....” She looked in pain as she concentrated to find the just right word. “.It’s, well, creepy.” She 
got to her feet quickly. “Let’s go,” she demanded. As they retreated up the path, I heard her say, “I 
mean, it’s fine if it’s something you felt was important at one time, but for myself, it’s as if you’re 



                                                                                                               
 

 
 

still carrying a torch for someone else...someone who’s still...well, alive...it’s ghastly...can’t you 
understand that?.” I could hear her still as they stepped off the island and disappeared from view 
into the next section, the Hanging Garden of Babylon. 
  Of course I attended the wedding of Ralph and Kimberly. It was held in a hall of a large, 
new commercial building erected for the sole purpose, I believe, of receptions of every kind. The 
building was in a remote area in the countryside. It was surrounded by a vast parking lot filled with 
cars.  The interior looked to be an exhibition of contemporary decorating ideas. Each of the 
several reception halls featured a unique decor: Keen on Florentine, Little Bit O’Asia, Not-Too 
Early American, and Grecian Odes were a few of the themes I noticed. Among an eddying stream 
of party goers, I was directed by a kind of indoor traffic cop to the Ralph/Kimberly wedding which 
was to take place in Vignettes of France. 
  After a brief ceremony officiated by a cleric who was on the staff of this party palace, the 
reception began. Ralph and I had not seen each other in the short time since he had known 
Kimberly. When he introduced us, on learning of my work at the Botanic Garden, she reproduced 
the lemon-sucking expression I had seen before. “I like plants myself,” she said. “But you know 
when Ralph and I visited the Botanic Garden, I felt it to be...I don’t know...overdone.  All the 
artificial setups, I mean...” Her eyes fell on a passing waiter in 18th century French garb holding a 
tray of hors d’oeuvres. She plucked a tiny crepe. “The Japanese island...the English 
Meadow...really! Wouldn’t a nature lover prefer a walk in the woods where living things are 
unruly and spontaneous?” There are some hypocrisies which are too onerous to deserve even 
sarcastic comment. 
  As offensive as her words were to me, I chose not to dispute her, a happy woman on her 
wedding night. Of course I knew there were a few people who were hostile to the idea of managed 
conservatories, as there are those who despise zoos, but until now I had never met one. Indeed, 
from what I had seen of Kimberly, she had not struck me as a person of any terribly thoughtful 
positions however disagreeable those might be to me. And how could she be expected to have any 
suspicion about my profound relationship to my living art? Even Ralph could not be aware of how 
deeply my roots are sunk into the poetic soil of the Botanic Garden. 
  As for him, apart from the sweaty, wearily happy look of any just- married man, I noticed a 
deeper malaise. Some pain behind his smiling eyes might have been an understandable guilt over 
his rather sudden taking of a new wife. Perhaps it was only an unpretentious man’s embarrassment 
over the faux French environment of his wedding celebration. I guessed it was something worse. 
  Weeks later I had the answer. Ralph was not well. In the months to come his health 
deteriorated rapidly. Kimberly, it turned out, was a writer for one of those sensational tabloid 
newspapers. The last time I visited Ralph I sat in their apartment while Kimberly interviewed him 
for an article she was putting together on the high costs of end-of-life care from a blood-sucking 
medical industry. It was not six months after their wedding when Ralph passed away. 
  About a week after Ralph’s funeral, I was doing some paperwork out in my small field 
office, which is nothing more than a glass box in a grove of breadfruit trees. The transparent 
workspace agrees with me. While I am quietly at work inside, often a visitor who has wandered off 
the charted path looks right past me as he puzzles over his whereabouts. 
  But this day I looked up from my work to see Kimberly peering in at me. I rose to meet her 
outside, but she shook her head, motioning for me to open the door for her to enter. 
  “It’s business,” she said, pushing herself through the door just as I opened it. I apologized 
for the cramped space of the office. It hasn’t enough floor even for a second chair. “Why don’t we 
walk outside?” I said, “we’ll be more comfortable there.” But Kimberly insisted on staying.  



                                                                                                               
 

 
 

“This shouldn’t take long,” she said as I returned behind my desk. 
  I felt I should say something consoling about Ralph, although I was curious about what 
“business” might concern Kimberly and myself. “Such bad luck for Ralph and for you,” I said. 
“How difficult it must be to have your life so harshly altered.” 
  For my solicitude I received a scowl, as though she resented sympathy. “Thanks,” she said. 
“I can handle it fine.” She stood, leaning tentatively against the glass wall while I sat. 
  She was in the process of wrapping up Ralph’s affairs. They had been married such a short 
time when Ralph died that they hadn’t even been able to pay off the debt for the wedding. As a 
teacher, Ralph had a very modest income and left her with nothing but debts. She herself worked 
only intermittently as a free-lance journalist and was feeling overwhelmed by her present 
circumstances. She was trying to paste together any possible assets she could. 
  “I was wondering about those ornamental trees,” she said. “I know we’re not talking about 
a fortune here, but when I came across the bill, I was surprised how much Ralph paid for them.” 
  “But they are paid for. You don’t owe a penny,” I said, not understanding. I could hardly be 
prepared for what was to follow. 
  “Yes, that’s just it. I‘d like to see about getting a refund.” She paused as if that was all that 
needed saying. 
  I did not fill the pause. I could not. 
  She plunged ahead. “I mean, those trees are really quite new. We...Ralph...hardly had time 
to appreciate them. They could easily be resold, couldn’t they? I really could use the money, 
Hugo.” 
  “But, Kimberly, your late husband had those trees planted believing his own spirit would 
occupy them along with Linda’s. They were, well, sacred to him. Besides, the Botanic Garden 
considers them a donation. If you are asking me if donations can be refunded, I don’t think so. I’ve 
never heard of it being done.” 
  She ignored the spiritual content of my remark. “But if they can be resold, why not? Just 
remove her plaque. Ralph’s tree wasn’t even dedicated. Can’t you ask your board? Maybe they’d 
make this exception. Please, Hugo, you don’t know how hard up I am.” 
  I wanted to tell Kimberly that what she was asking for was tantamount in bad taste to 
marketing used headstones, pulling them off of graves and re-chiseling them. But something about 
this woman would not allow me to confront her. I meekly promised to look into the possibility for 
her at the next board meeting. 
  Once again I was surprised. “Our groundskeeper here raises an interesting new issue,” said 
the anorexic woman seated across the table from me. Her jewelry looped perilously from her 
skeletal wrists as she gestured. “In cases like this why not resell the trees? We can make a new 
profit and give the original donor some percentage of the new sale.” 
  A man jumped up. He had a yachtsman’s tan and was the head of an advertising company. 
“It gives me an even better idea. Why not encourage donors to upgrade? This would create an 
aftermarket for the present trees and ensure an ever-increasing market for new plantings.” 
  “Could such a thing be done gently...that is to say, respectfully?” another wanted to know. 
  The other members took up the issue with mounting enthusiasm. As they argued over the 
details of a new resale policy, I envisioned Ralph’s peaceful face floating up out of the Botanic 
Garden on a different sort of green background ‒ as the cartouche portrait on a one hundred dollar 
bill. While they authorized the production of a brochure to be sent to donors presenting the 
opportunity to “upgrade” their memorials, I felt the bloom of Linda’s spirit wilt and go cold as 
cash. This was hardly the reaction I had expected when I brought up Kimberly’s request. I had 



                                                                                                               
 

 
 

been incredibly naive and stupid. I left the meeting knowing it would be my last. 
  Glumly I informed Kimberly that the trees could be resold and that she was in for a refund 
of some portion of the profit. She wasn’t grateful to be receiving less than one hundred percent. 
  Back in my leafy domain nothing seemed the same to me. My living art had lost its voice. It 
all appeared dumb and false, the way stage props look while in storage and out of the context of 
any play. As if depressed by its surroundings, Linda soon contracted a mysterious ailment and 
drooped with it. I told Kimberly we would never be able to sell a sick tree. 
  “Couldn’t you cure it?” she asked. 
  “I don’t think so. It hasn’t responded to any treatment. And the drought hasn’t helped it. I 
suspect it’s given up.” I reminded her that she could still hope for the sale of Ralph. But before the 
healthy, remaining pin oak could be sold, it, too, sickened. 
  When, a few weeks later, one tree and then the other succumbed, a rather desperate 
Kimberly tried to claim a full refund from the business office to no avail. The BG policy was clear 
on that point. It accepted no liability for the death of donated specimens. 
  Kimberly was furious. “I’m writing this up,” she railed into the telephone. “I’m going to 
expose the whole goddamn operation. Headline: ‘Botanic Garden Rips Off the Grieving.’  
Something good has to come out of this for me.” 
  “Wait,” I said. “If you’ll wait before writing your story, I might have something even better 
for you.” 
  It was a night in late summer, at an hour when I could have the Garden virtually to myself. 
As I navigated the familiar trails on my golf cart, a full moon illuminated the way. This rainless 
season along with the seemingly endless heat wave had pushed the Garden’s irrigation resources to 
their limit. By now the strictest community water conservation rules were in effect. Dryness 
strained all but the desert plants.  
  At night the Garden has a different voice. Small nocturnal animals rustle and pad their 
secret paths. Every cricket announces his presence. The roar of the cicadas sweeps across the 
Garden’s acres like the clacking of a million castanets. The golf cart moved soundlessly, its 
electric purring drowned in the drone of living things. 
  Stopping here and there along my route, I knelt in the dry night air. The moonlight 
whitened the skin of my hands as I arranged the piles of newspapers and struck the matches. I 
knew no other fuel would be necessary. A dozen strategically located places would do the trick. A 
dozen thin matches. A dozen little strikes in the night. A favoring breeze. So dry. The only water a 
gardener’s tear. Yes, for all my pride, for all the grand scale of my artwork, what was I, finally, but 
a common gardener like any other? We gardeners do not create anything, nor can we destroy it. 
  Abandoning the vehicle, I walked to the high arch of the sacred bridge on Seifuto, a point 
high enough for a view of almost the entire expanse of the Botanic Garden. As the orange plumes 
grew and joined each other around me, and as the smoke rose, drifting across the moon, I sensed 
the spirits rising with it. Through the crackling of the devouring flames, from the English Meadow, 
the Hanging Garden of Babylon, the breadfruit grove, I heard the sighing of escaping souls, and 
from the cicadas now a different song, a soft humming like prayers of gratitude. 
  Here, Kimberly. Here was your story. Here was your payment. 













Holiday 
- Rachel Nix 
 
The old dog sits close; 
thunderstorms and nostalgia 
have us held up 
in the back of the house ‒ 
each seeking shelter 
from our own fears. 
 
Originally published in Gnarled Oak, 11/6/15 



In Lieu of An Apology 
- Kami Westhoff 
 
Let me tell a story in which I am the daughter I wish I could be: 
I take you swimming every Sunday, solve the equation of your swimsuit's 
criss-cross and under-over before you notice it’s a problem. Shatter the pool's 
surface with my own extravagant belly flop so no one glances your way, 
eyes stuffed with Can you imagine, jaws dropped in I would never... 
 
Every Monday and Thursday I lift your left then right leg over the tub's 
unreasonable edge, twist the faucet until the temperature's just right. 
Your body is made of folds and flaps I don't understand, but when you bare 
the skin underneath I drag the foamy sponge until lavender and lilac 
saturate the scent I don’t choke on. 
 
I make egg salad sandwiches for lunch and when you talk, I listen. 
I lean into your memories, learn things I never knew. Your cheeks are high 
and pink and your voice smooth as syrup. When you spill your coffee 
its creamy brown stains the cloth while you are still years younger 
and a hundred pounds lighter. 
 
It seems so important to I get this right. To say Remember when, then flip 
the switch of recall before the details are swallowed into the dusk of what's lost. 
To offer before you need. To carry you even if it breaks me.  
To surface your massive body with the tips of my fingers. 
To let you sink into the pool's cool gut. 



Interrupting the Artist  
- Al Ortolani 
 
As 
   the phone 
     began to ring 
       I wondered 
         how many times 
           it would take 
             for a man of 90 
               to walk from 
                his studio 
                to silence 
              the jingling 
 
            rotary-dial. 
         Only one 
       telephone 
     in a house 
   so large, for a man 
 so small, 
would he even 
bother to pick up, 
  knowing the 
  light lost 
     in an afternoon 
       is gone 
        forever? 
     The interruption of 
 
   a brush stroke 
   means more 
 today 
  than whatever a 
    Meals on Wheels 
      tomorrow 
        holds. 



Wally Boil, You’re a Mean Person and I Hate You Forever! 
- John Goulet 
 
NOT, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee; 
Not untwist ‒ slack they may be ‒ these last strands of man 
  In me ór, most weary, cry I can no more. I can . . . 
 
Gerard Manley Hopkins 
 
  So Nathan Turk, my crazy, Jewish Congregationalist minister, calls me at six a.m. and 
invites me to investigate a flying saucer sighting with him. Nathan officiated at my marriage this 
last time, but it didn’t take, and now, as it happens, he and I are both newly divorced. He fills his 
spare time investigating reports of alien intrusions ‒ he’s the official Communal Unidentified 
Flying Object Corps (CUFOC) Field Inspector for this part of the state. He can count on me, an 
underemployed substitute teacher, to tag along. My duties? To scoff and keep track of the tuning 
fork. Normally. But today is special. Today is my last day on earth. 
  “This one looks good,” Nathan says. “The witness is solid, her story’s consistent. We’re 
not talking Japanese sky lanterns this time, Wally.” 
  I’ve just spent the darkest night of my life completing my last will and testament (I’m 
leaving everything to Leona Hamilton, the crippled girl whose curse has haunted me ever since I 
pushed her to the ground in long-ago eighth grade). Mid-life suicide’s a tradition in my family, 
and at forty-four, I was, until last night, in danger of falling behind. Not that I didn’t know by 
heart the location of the sturdiest rafter in the basement, the tippiest stool, the coiled rope with its 
hangman’s knot. So I will go on this last cockamamie expedition with Nathan and when it is 
over, and he signs my will, I will go home, descend the fourteen steps to the basement and hang 
myself. 
  Twenty minutes later, Nathan pulls up in his rusty Mitsubishi SUV, and we’re off. At the 
turns, reflected sunlight slides over his hairless pink dome, and his favorite XXL maroon-and-
yellow Hawaiian shirt tugs at the buttons. “Think breakthrough, Wally!” he says. “We’re talking 
about a UFO sitting at the bottom of a pond! With alien visitors inside!” 
  Fast-food wrappers squawk under my shoes. “Whither this breakthrough, Padre?” 
  ”To the Eustachian Brothers Healing Center up near Old Lyme. Two hours away.” 
  According to Nathan, the witness, a female college student working as a golf caddy, was 
searching for an errant ball in a wooded area bordering the Healing Center when she spotted a 
bright light hovering above the Pond of Miracles. She gradually realized it was a disc-shaped 
craft of some sort, with windows through which she could see large, cat-like figures moving. She 
looked away for a moment. Splash! When she looked back, the craft had disappeared. 
  “A flying saucer landed in The Pond of Miracles?” I scoff. Before I became a doubting 
Congregationalist, I was a doubting Catholic. 
  “The data is very encouraging.” 
  Nathan speaks of “the data,” “the witness,” and “the case,” a result of two weeks at the 
CUFOC training camp in Roswell, New Mexico. Now, as he often reminds me, he’s one of only 
eight hundred licensed CUFOC Field Inspectors in the country. “How many times, Wally, have I 
asked you to delete ‘flying saucer’ from your vocabulary?” 
  “A UFO full of alien alley cats lies at the bottom of the Pond of Miracles ‒ better?” 
  He groans. “Your problem is you don’t really believe in anything.” 



  “It balances out ‒ you believe in everything.” This is an exaggeration. Recently sitting for 
long hours with a dying parishioner without for one moment feeling the divine presence, 
Nathan’s having a hard time believing in the whole Jesus-as-Son-of-God thing. 
   “Enough about that,” I interrupt. And before he can object, I start to tell him how and 
why Leona Hamilton has finally succeeded in driving me to suicide. 
  “I should pretend I don’t know this story by heart?” 
   “Yes, pretend.” 
   “Who’s Leona Harrison?” 
  “A crippled girl I knew back in grade school. I pushed her. She fell.” 
  “Jesus,” he wails, “you shoved a crippled girl?” 
  “Don’t overdo it, Nathan,” I warn. “Anyway, it’s 1982, and we’re standing next to this 
waist-high brick wall leading to the church, waiting to go to confession, forty or fifty eighth 
graders. There’s a problem in the line behind me ‒ somebody’s pushing. A minute later, the kid’s 
squeezing in next to me, pushing me, and so I push back hard. Then a pair of crutches goes 
flying, the kid falls, and there’s this clatter of metal. I drop to my knees. Leona Hamilton’s flat 
on her back, her skirts flipped up, showing her white panties and those braces going all the way 
up her legs. Her face is splotchy red, and she’s trying to hold back tears. 
  “‘I’m sorry, Leona,’ I whisper. I feel sick. ‘I didn’t know it was you.’  But Leona’s 
frantically reaching for her crutches with one hand, and trying to fix her skirt with the other. 
Other kids are offering her a hand. But Leona doesn’t take anybody’s hand. Instead, she props 
herself on one elbow and stares at me. ‘Wally Boil,’ she hisses, ‘you’re a mean person and I hate 
you forever!’” 
  Nathan slows the Mitsubishi. “How many times have I told you, Wally, pushing a 
crippled girl down is nothing. You should hear the shit that people tell me in private. And, hell, 
they’re Congregationalists.“ 
  I tell him I don’t want to argue and explain how this is my last day on earth, and how I 
need him to sign my last will and testament. “Then I can hang myself.” 
  “We’ll talk about that later,” he says. “We’re here.” The last quarter mile the road has 
rambled along a ten-foot high wood-and-concrete fence topped with barbed wire.  Now we’ve 
stopped in front of a waffle-wire gate. The sign above it reads: The Eustachian Brothers 
Welcome You to the Healing Center & Pond of Miracles. 
  On the other side of the gate, a fellow wearing sandals and a too-big, brown, hooded 
tunic emerges from a wooden shack. From under the hood only a sprinkling of jungle-thick hair 
and the tip of a long bluish nose are visible. He points to another, crudely lettered sign: CLOSED 
BECAUSE OF POWER OUTAGE. 
  “The hell with ‘closed,’” Nathan says. We exit the Mitsubishi and approach the gate. 
  The monk is wearing a convention-style badge stating: “Hi, I’m Brother Leo. I have 
taken the vow of silence.” 
  Nathan says, “Sorry, Brother Leo, I’m Jewish, I don’t know anything about the vow of 
silence.” Then he points to my head and rotates his finger. “My crazy friend Wally Boil here is in 
desperate need of healing.” To me he whispers, “How about a dollop of crazy-desperate?” 
   Brother Leo’s nose is pointed in the direction of Nathan’s Hawaiian shirt. Since this is 
my last day on the planet, I don’t have to worry about my reputation, and so I begin to shake 
violently. I let my jaw droop and my tongue hang out. 
  Brother Leo’s nose shifts fifteen degrees in my direction. He growls, opens the gate a 
crack, and cranks a gnarly forefinger at us. Nathan and I fetch our CUFOC-approved briefcases 



(containing CUFOC-approved items: tape measure, magnifying glass, GPS, trowel, plastic 
baggies, voice recorder, tuning fork, snorkel, wet suit, swim fins and underwater camera) from 
the car and follow the hairy Eustachian’s nose up a long, tree-lined driveway. In the distance we 
can see a long, low roof and, nearby, a shard of gleaming water. The shard grows larger as we 
approach. “The Pond of Miracles,” Nathan whispers, having checked the GPS. “Ground zero.” 
  Brother Leo stops every few yards to adjust his sandals, and a couple of times trips on his 
hem. Discreetly, he checks out Nathan’s Hawaiian shirt. In the distance an invisible, large 
machine is going chug-chug-chug. We trudge past a cage with rusty metal bars, the sort of thing 
that one used to see in small, local zoos. Except for a pile of gleaming bones in one corner, it 
looks like it was abandoned years ago. 
  “Place used to be a zoo,” Nathan says. 
  We follow Leo up a hill to a small, flat-roofed structure. From here we can see the Pond 
of Miracles, maybe a hundred yards away. The source of the chug-chug-chug turns out to be an 
excavating machine. The distant operator is desperately in need of a haircut. The claw splashes 
into the water and disappears, and a minute later rises with a load of porridgy glop. The machine 
swivels, and the glop is deposited on a mountain of glop. 
  “Stop the machine,” Nathan shouts, his arms outstretched. “Machine must stop. Stop.” 
  Another Eustachian has materialized. Too-big tunic, blue nose and jungly thatch 
emerging from the depths of the hood; nametag: Brother Leonard. He, too, according to the 
nametag, has taken the vow of silence. In response to Nathan’s demands, both brothers’ noses 
pinch and lift in a kind of puzzled shrug. 
  Nathan leans over and whispers to me, “How about another dollop of crazy-desperate, 
before that damn excavator punches a hole into our UFO.” 
  Why not. I slump to the ground and rock and roll, attracting the brothers’ attention and 
allowing Nathan to grab both briefcases without interference and hotfoot it down to the Pond. 
   
  I wake up lying on a coffin in a candle-lit funeral parlor. Finally I’m dead, free of 
Leona’s curse. Any minute now people will come by to view my body. I hear a familiar, long-
ago thump-and-rattle. Then a teary-eyed eighth-grader, Leona Hamilton, is looking down at me. 
“Wally Boil,” she growls, “you’re a mean person and I hate you forever!” I start to inform her 
that I am dead, and therefore beyond her reproaches, but then I really wake up, and I’m not dead. 
  No, I’m lying on a couch, not in a coffin, in the candle-lit lobby of the Healing Center. 
Apparently I knocked myself silly while having a fit. Brothers Leo and Leonard must have 
lugged me here. I look up. In a shadowy photo attached to the wall above the couch, an ancient 
male lion glares through the bars of his cage. In neighboring photos another lion licks his 
wounded paw, a quartet of lion cubs suckle at their mother’s breast, and a lioness brings down a 
wildebeest from behind. 
  Now as I lie there, guilt, fueled by Leona’s hatred, infects my every thought. It’s as if I’m 
receiving waves of guilt from a nearby transmitter. I twist and squirm. Every cell in my body 
begs for extinction. Where are my noose and tippy stool? The dim basement’s final moldy stink? 
But at such desperate moments, established plans are known to explode like an unbound 
manuscript in a gust of wind, and the soul in search of solace adapts to the local scenery. 
  I flee the Center, balancing myself with outstretched arms and making my dizzy-ass way 
down to the Pond of Miracles where I now plan to exit the planet via water. The dripping claw of 
the dredging machine is poised in the sky like a threat. The operator has fled, Nathan’s doing, 
probably. 



  I stare out at the Pond. In the middle, a small hooked tube breaks the surface, a snorkel, 
followed by a shiny dome, followed by a fat, shiny, wet-suited ass. Tube and dome and ass 
slowly cruise back and forth for a time and then disappear. I circle the Pond, filling my pockets 
with stones as I go. I’m looking for a likely spot to enter. A breeze rips across the silvery surface. 
Poor Nathan, I think, observing no dripping aliens clustering the shore, no telltale bubbles giving 
away the underwater site of an interstellar visitor. On the opposite bank, I stumble across the 
briefcases, sitting next to the hill of excavated glop. Nathan’s brilliant XXL Hawaiian shirt, 
minister’s black pants and shoes are tucked away under a large flat rock. 
  Finally, breathless, I have arrived at the last act. I strip off my shirt and step into the 
water, which, having been stirred up by the excavation claw, is thick and gritty. I believe and 
don’t believe, in what’s about to happen. The stones in my pocket make a shivery noise, and my 
shoes fill with cold sludge. Up to my knees now. With my next step, I dislodge something. A 
wooden crutch drifts to the surface. It’s mud-slimy and waterlogged and weighs a ton. Yuk. Two-
handed, I hurl it toward the middle of the pond. I watch it sink, then, heart pounding, take 
another step towards oblivion, but that stupid crutch ‒ I wasn’t expecting that. 
  Back on shore, I stand in the shadow of the mountain of glop. It’s studded, porcupine-
fashion, with more implements of the crippled: canes and upturned wheelchairs and dozens of 
splayed crutches, even metal leg braces like the ones Leona Hamilton wore. 
  Then I understand. It’s not called the Pond of Miracles for nothing. What I’m looking at 
is the “evidence” of those miracles, various aids discarded because their owners were healed and 
no longer had a use for them! I laugh. Of course it’s a con, I know it’s a con, but you’ve got to 
give the Eustachians credit. 
  The sun’s reflection on the water is blinding; I’m not yet ready to re-enter the Pond. I 
yank on part of a leg brace. The mountain doesn’t want to let go. I rear back with all my weight. 
The brace jerks loose with an intestinal sucking sound, lathered with mud, and rusty-jointed. It’s 
a long, narrow cage, built to hold up a useless leg. When I pry it open, it squeaks; and I worry the 
metal will crack. But it doesn’t. It attaches to the leg in three separate places ‒ at the upper thigh, 
at the knee, and the ankle. The cloth and rubber padding at these places are long gone, leaving 
only the supporting metal clamps and their clasps. Curious, I hold it against my right leg.  The 
length is right, perfect, in fact. And before I know it, I’m trying to fit the contraption to my leg. 
After some tugging and pushing, I’m able to snap the three clasps shut. And with the last snap 
come topsy-turvy trumpets, and I am reunited with the boy I was on that bad, bad day, burning 
with shame. 
  Immediately, the unpadded edges of the device begin to dig into my flesh. Leona, we 
whisper, sorry, sorry, sorry. The boy and I wait for Leona’s response, which does not come. We 
take a deep breath and commence to march back to the pond in a second attempt to do away with 
me. Accessorized as I am, I will surely not float. 
  Nearby, squirrels scream. A crow flaps airborne. I ‒ the boy has faded ‒ stop at the 
water’s edge and look across the Pond. On the opposite shore, a large, dark form slowly emerges 
from the water. For a moment I wonder if Nathan is right and this great, four-legged shadow is 
an alien visitor. Or is it Leona’s response, have we summoned her? Or is it both? The 
movements are stealthy, cat-like. It arches its back and trembles, sending a fine spray of water 
spiraling jewel-like against the sun. The shadow, I see now, is a lioness. Magnificent. At noon, 
she is fully herself. She stops and glares out across the pond. Her eyes flare. The squirrels fall 
silent. She hasn’t seen me, glides on. I keep my eyes fixed on her. I step backward. The brace 
squeals. I freeze. Pain whoops through me. 



  The lioness laps up water with a pink tongue as big as my fist. After a minute of this, she 
raises her head. Only then does she look at me. Hungrily. 
  Yes, I am into contrition and dying for my sins, but coward that I am, I am not into 
painful devouring and ending up as lion poop. My caged leg drags when I try to run. The stones 
in my pocket don’t help. Instead, I fall instead into a Frankenstein-style gait. Once moving, panic 
keeps me going. I’m headed for the safety of the SUV. No, too far! The Center where I woke up 
a few minutes ago, that’s where I’ll go. But the brace’s foot-support snags on a stump. Over I 
go. Ouch, Jesus! Get up slow. Fifty yards to the Healing Center. 
  I look back. The lioness is flowing up the path, a lazy gallop. Her eyes spark, the great 
jaw, the gliding paws ‒ yes, she could be swimming through the air. With every elegant, 
effortless movement, the tawny form grows closer. 
  Up the hill I clatter on. The door to the Healing Center is closed; Power Outage a hand 
printed sign announces, No Healing Today! I whirl and trip again and fall to my knees. I tear at 
the metal cage trapping my leg. Leona Hamilton, I hear myself cry out, forgive me, for I have 
sinned! Because the lioness is Leona Hamilton, and I have unknowingly summoned her from the 
Pond of Miracles. 
  At the last minute I spot an ancient metal Coke cooler (a remnant from the zoo days?) 
beside the entrance. My brain spins. If I take refuge in the cooler, snap the lid closed, Leona 
Hamilton would not be able to get at me. With my last bit of energy, I grab the heavy lid and 
swing it open. The stench! Thanks to the power outage, the cooler is filled with hunks of rotting 
meat. No room for more, no room for me. 
  I turn just as Leona launches into the air ‒ teeth bared, fried-egg eyes, nostrils flared. She 
soars above me. I hold my breath. A gust of wind catches her outstretched form in midflight, 
pinions her to the sky. In that elastic moment, I grab a slimy, gray piece of meat from the cooler 
and hold it up to her with two hands, bribe and reparation conjoined. Stinking carrion juice 
showers down, blinding me. “Take this!” I whisper. “I beg you, Leona.” 
 
  Nathan’s second and now ex-wife Helen is a self-identified abductee (she started him 
down the UFO road). She had a hard time being taken seriously, even by the CUFOC people, 
because ‒and here’s a hell of a coincidence ‒ she claimed she was abducted by a pride of lions. 
No, it didn’t make sense. How could lions operate an interstellar craft? Their paws would be 
useless to manipulate the switches and buttons and levers necessary to drive from place to place. 
Her answer was that her lions had adapted to the needs of interstellar space travel, and 
mentioned the variety of forms among bees ‒ queen, worker, drones ‒ but refused to be more 
specific. When the CUFOC Board of Investigators pressed her further, asking how the lions had 
managed to maintain a sanitary workplace, she grew sullen and defensive. It had happened, she 
would say, take it or leave it. She’d been abducted, the lions had treated her with incredible 
generosity, and the Lion Planet had been run very efficiently, with broad boulevards connecting 
the various savannas, where herds of wildebeests and zebras and dik-diks roamed. And now her 
fondest wish was to be re-abducted.  
  By contrast, aliens had never abducted my ex-wife. Like me, she mostly believed in 
nothing except, at the end, that her husband drank too much, was at best a so-so breadwinner, 
and that he kept calling out for someone named Leona in his sleep. 
  And here was Leona Hamilton, not in my dreams, but in mid-flight, clamping her jaws 
around the proffered carrion, and thumping down beside me. She’s still damp from the Pond of 
Miracles. Her tail whaps me a good one, and my bladder gives way, sonofabitch. And here we 



are, lying next to each other in bed. Leona’s a messy eater. Slurp, gnaw, rip, gulp. That hunk 
doesn’t last long. I reach back into the cooler for a second. And a third, and a fourth. Each time I 
reach, Leona looks over at me with her great yellow orbs and growls. 
  Sorry, sorry, sorry. I am running out of sorry’s. 
  She shoves me with one of her great paws, sending icy blades down my caged leg. Bats 
me with her paw like a cat playing with a mouse. I wrestle with her, but she overpowers me. 
Then opens her dangerous jaws fang-wide, stretches forward. Her whiskers rake me, her breath 
becomes mine, and I think the game is over. Instead, with one swipe of her great rough tongue 
Leona swabs my face clean. 
 
  I must have fallen asleep after that because my next memory is of seeing an overweight 
alien standing over me. He’s sporting a shiny black suit and webbed feet and holding two black 
briefcases in what look like human hands. 
  I look around. Leona Hamilton is gone. 
  “Holy Moly,” Nathan says, “what’s that contraption on your leg?” 
  I shrug. 
  “My god, you stink!” 
  I nod.  
  Down at the Pond of Miracles I strip naked and walk into the water and wash off. I 
emerge wrung clean, quietly ecstatic. 
 
  On the way home, I drive so Nathan can work on the report for the State Director. He’s 
having a hard time deciding how to categorize our recent experience. Speaking mostly to 
himself, he runs through the options. He certainly can’t checkmark UFO, since ‒ although he 
spent an hour and a half diving the muddied-up Pond of Miracles he discovered exactly nada. 
Nor can he assert that the witness attempted a hoax ‒ there’s no evidence of that, either. 
  “You were there,” he says, “did you see anything out of the ordinary?” 
  I shrug. It starts to rain. I turn on the windshield wipers. 
  Nathan says isn’t it strange we saw only two Eustachian Brothers, that they looked alike, 
and both wore clothes that were too big for them. 
  I say, “Probably they were the catlike aliens who escaped the UFO at the bottom of the 
Pond of Miracles. They killed the real Eustachian Brothers and stole their clothes. Maybe there 
were other lions who survived the crash, we just didn’t see them. Maybe they’ll hang out 
permanently at the Healing Center. Maybe they’re the same lions that abducted Helen?” 
  I feel Nathan’s eyes on me, gauging my seriousness or lack of. “When are you going to 
allow mystery into your life, doubting Wally?” 
  I don’t know what to say. 
  “You know what we didn’t do?” 
  ”What? 
  ”Use the tuning fork. If they were alive, they might have been able to respond.” He clears 
his throat; his face reddens, matching certain elements of his XXL Hawaiian shirt. “We didn’t 
see them, but we have to remind ourselves that doesn’t mean they’re not there.” 
  In the wake of this truism, we drive along in the rain for a while without speaking. 
Eventually, I ask Nathan to grab my pants from the back seat, and I roll down my window, and 
dig out the soggy last will and testament from my pants’ pocket ‒ a couple of pebbles come with 
it ‒ and toss that dire document, pebbles and all into the wet wind. 



  Nathan says, “You saw something, but you’re not going to tell me.” 
  “At another time, old pal.” Truth is, at that moment I have company. Unseen by Nathan, 
Leona Hamilton is sitting between us, no small feat for a lion. I keep my hands on the wheel but 
manage to snuggle up against her inexhaustible warmth. She does not recoil. I am light-boned, 
vital, the speedometer reads twenty miles above the speed limit. The old Mitsubishi is 
shuddering, but we are flying, the three of us. Flying. 













Petroglyphs 
- William Reger 
 
Where light follows 
its slow path down 
the umber face, 
 
my hand hallows, 
tracing signs 
along the scoured stone, 
 
so alive beneath the sun. 
I touch here and here on 
points like bone 
 
elbow, hip, earthen 
knees angled 
for the upheaval of love. 
 
No one says so, 
but I can taste 
the walk of others 
 
who came this way ‒ 
these scored mounds 
have been holy before. 



September Song 
- Heather Banks 
 

Breeze and storm begin to litter  
with tiny yellow locust leaves 
both lawn and chairs on the deck that faces sunset. 
This dry month, the dogwood dropped early 
most of its pinkish spears to reveal 
red berries birds will strip soon  
on journeys to avoid the cold. 
 
I must be growing old ‒ 
count friends gone this year and others, 
scan obits now for familiar names and faces, 
note ages more or less than mine. 
 
As leaves pile up, I sigh at efforts still to come. 
Some I’ll mow to bits that mulch the grass. 
Rake tines remind of many hours ahead,  
strain on back and knees gathering dry shapes 
like memories in bunches to discard 
or turn over often, night and day,  
till they compost to become ‒ perhaps like me ‒ 
a black-gold humus that feeds the future. 



When You're a Kid 
- Ken Wheatcroft-Pardue 
 
                                       1 
 
Ten-year-old me, 
doodling on school books unopened, 
bored to tears. 
 
Overhead fluorescent lights abuzz, 
the constant electric hum, 
and always a phalanx of those huge Figurematic 
 
Smith Corona adding machines. 
Yet another tax office in April; my father 
with 3 kids and a sick wife, always working an extra job. 
 
                                       2 
 
That smell: eons of dust and beach sand mixed with concrete floor. 
In the back room of my grandma's dry cleaners, 
clouds of steam rise, 
while the pressman's sweat 
rains down on clothes, concrete, 
the old metal steam cleaner, everywhere. 
 
My sisters and I play tag, 
dodge between, even under  
newly dry-cleaned Sunday suits. 
 
                                       3 
 
Jukebox music and greasy fry smell gloriously 
intertwine in the all-night cafe air. 
My other grandma waitresses, 
 
pinballing back & forth from booth to kitchen 
again and again. Bored, (ah, there must be a pattern here) 
I shoot ice cubes on the Formica table 
 
with its grooved aluminum edge and boomerangs 
inside boomerangs. My sisters, their patience long spent, 
tattle. Who can blame them, really? 



The Only Way She Knew How 
- J.B. Peters 
 
  I needed to start acting like a goddam dad (my therapist’s words, not mine), and be more 
attentive to my six-year-old daughter. So I set out to do right by my little Bug. My wife, Susie, 
had died half a year ago, and even I knew it was high time to act like the dad my little girl 
deserved. It was bedtime, and as with so many of life’s questions, I thought a good, old-
fashioned pillow fight might be the answer. But before I started hurling pillows, I couldn’t help 
but notice just how much her bubblegum-pink bedroom walls were covered with her artwork. 
She had really taken to drawing since her mom died and was taping up new masterpieces, mostly 
pictures of fairies and angels, just about every day. 
  I soon found myself flinging a barrage of pillows at her until I had her pinned down real 
good. The more pillows I loaded on her back, the more she wiggled and laughed. Man, was she 
having fun. I was getting into it, too. Needing just one more pillow to complete the tall, cushiony 
stack, I snatched it out from under her giggling face. My fatherly ways may be less than stellar, 
but, I swear, I was being so careful.  
  At first, I didn’t know anything was wrong. She didn’t make a peep. I kept on with the 
fight, tossing a flurry of stuffed animals at her with one hand, while tickling her toes with the 
other. Then she stiffened and trembled. I knew right away something bad had come about. The 
pain must have kicked in something awful, because, oh, my God, did she wail. Agonizing 
seconds passed before she let me know what had happened. She opened her mouth and pointed 
inside. Blood trickled from her gums and down her chin. My gut went cold. When I’d pulled the 
pillow, a tooth came with it. But it hadn’t been ready to come out yet. That was no way to lose a 
first tooth. I felt horrible. 
  Not good with the sight, smell, thought, or anything to do with blood, especially 
concerning my little girl, I found myself more than a bit embarrassed and light headed, dry 
heaving over the toilet for what seemed like hours. This was not a good look for any man, 
especially someone who made a living pounding nails. I knew it was my job to step up and help 
her out. But while I was gone, she retrieved a washcloth and was applying pressure to the gap 
between her teeth. The bleeding clotted and stopped.  
  Feeling less woozy, I imagined she would now need me to play the role of mom. My 
stomach made a fuss about it and grumbled quite a bit, but this was my life now, and it was past 
time to accept it. I expected the rest of the evening would be filled with lots of cuddling to ease 
her pain. But she was strong like her mother, and I soon found out she had another idea 
altogether. 
  “Kendra gets a gold coin. I think I should get one,” she said. 
  “Wait, what’s this?” 
  “For my toof.” 
  Well, let me tell you, no one was gonna guilt trip me into doing something stupid like 
exchange a gold coin for a dead tooth. I knew a precedent of this nature would have 
consequences for years to come. I puffed out my chest to show her I meant business. “Bug, your 
tooth aside, that ain’t happenin’. I lost a tooth twenty years ago, and I’m still waiting for my 
1980 Star Wars Yoda action figure, you know, the one with the orange snake dangling around 
his neck.” Saying all that made me realize how bad I actually wanted someone, anyone, to give 
me a damn Yoda. Not because I would play with it now, but because I wanted to know what it 
would be like after all these years to finally get the thing.  



  “What’s a Yoda?” she asked. 
  The instant I heard that, I wanted to jump up and down, and tell her about the most 
awesome Jedi ever for the next day and a half. Instead, I breathed in real deep five times, the way 
my shrink taught me, to get some focus and answer her question like a good dad. I said, 
“Remember the little green guy from the movie we saw the other night, the one who I kept 
pointing at and saying, ‘That’s my guy right there,’ well, that was Yoda.” 
  Her reply was a blank stare. She looked like she was thinking about something else 
altogether, all up in her head, gears cranking away while she twirled her light brown hair. The 
kids these days just don’t get it. Spoiled they are, as Yoda would say. A gold coin was 
superficial. In fact, it was so superficial, I found myself feeling a twinge of disappointment in my 
daughter. Star Wars action figures, on the other hand, brought people together. It didn’t matter 
who you were or where you were from in my neighborhood, if you had a Star Wars figure, even 
a lowly Stormtrooper, which was what I contributed, you were in the mix of it all. Those were 
the best days of my life. I looked into her big bright eyes. Sometimes a dad had to be direct, so 
that’s what I set after. “I don’t know how else to tell you this, Bug, but the tooth fairy is gonna 
give ya a quarter.” 
  Ever prepping for her teenage years, she directed her eyes at me, and then rolled them so 
hard, it had to hurt. Nope, she wasn’t buying what I was selling. She rummaged through her 
Hello Kitty backpack, then extended her hands, displaying a woven, beaded bag. Her face 
radiated as if she were holding the answer to all of our problems. She looked adorable with her 
dimpled cheeks, and, yeah, her happy face charmed me to the point where I almost saw a gold 
coin in her future. My hackles lowered and smoothed out. No matter how gruff I must have 
appeared at times, that sweet girl of mine never let me get to her. “Daddy, you’re so silly. I’ll just 
sprinkle this fairy dust that Kendra gave me, and my wish will come true. Kendra said so.” She 
must’ve seen the look in my eyes. “It’s okay. She said you wouldn’t believe it. But, you’ll see 
tomorrow.” Sure, I would. I chuckled mostly to myself. 
  What followed was an elaborate routine of twirling, leaping, and singing performed by 
my little Bug per the relayed, and extensive instruction of my daughter’s BFF. Oh, brother. The 
entire show kinda whirled together and had a dizzying effect. The encircling pink walls shifted a 
bit, and I swear, at one point, the fairy dust took on a magical glow that twinkled and danced 
around my daughter’s head like it was actually doing something. Her mouth opened up real big 
like she was in awe of it. I attributed the dancing dust to the twilight streaming through the 
window. I knew the light was probably just throwing the whole thing off. But I still took note of 
it. I mean, hell, I’m a carpenter, and I’ve never seen dust dance around like that.  
  After she had a little bedtime snack and slurped down the maximum allowable dose of 
Tylenol to help with the pain in her gums (I still felt terrible that I had done that to her), she 
headed to bed. 
  Like she did every night, she wound down by drawing in her sketchbook, and before 
long, she fell fast asleep. She was strong and could handle not getting a gold coin. I knew that. 
But now her face looked innocent with her eyes closed, her mouth open. She was snoring just a 
little, and she showed a vulnerability that wasn’t there when she was awake. I took some time to 
reflect on how she was doing. She’d been through so much, never complained, and seemed to be 
largely unaffected by the loss ‒ strong. Too strong for her own good. She needed to break down 
and cry, and say she missed her mom, and tell God it wasn’t at all fair. My stomach felt heavy. 
Well, maybe at least one of us needed to do that. 
  I went to tuck the box containing the quarter under her pillow. However, as I did I 



remembered how it got to look the way it did. The three of us had decorated it together as a 
family sometime in the four months between Susie’s cancer diagnosis and her death. Decorating 
that box together was a way for Susie to be there when our little Love Bug lost her baby teeth. 
When it was time to dress up the plain wooden box, I thought they were putting way too much 
crafty crap on it. It made the thing look butt ugly. I told them to get rid of at least half the junk 
hanging off the thing. But they ignored me, and, yeah, they were right to do so. I didn’t see the 
gaudiness of it anymore. Not one bit. Instead, I pictured them going to work on it, their round 
cheeks splotched with glitter and their glue-caked fingers piling on the ribbon, beads, jewels, 
stickers and a bunch of other stuff, one on top of the other, and all I remembered hearing was 
them laughing and laughing until I couldn’t help but laugh with them, because when those two 
got rolling, there was no choice but to join in. I ran my finger over the tooth fairy container. It 
had glitter and sparkle for days. 
  That had also been the period in which Susie politely pointed me in the direction of a 
therapist. Sure, I agreed to go. It was a promise I wanted to say no to, but I couldn’t figure out 
how. I didn’t think I needed one or anything. It was just, you know, something she wanted me to 
do. Love’s like that sometimes; you do things for no reason other than that it makes the person 
happy 
  It’s a funny thing when you lose someone. You never know what’s gonna trip you up 
after they’re gone. You try to plan for it all. But it’s the punch you don’t see that knocks you out. 
For me it was that I couldn’t figure out how to see my daughter without seeing my wife. I wished 
I didn’t notice she had her mom’s green eyes when I looked at her. That’s what got me the most, 
those big, bright eyes. They took in everything. The more I fought to see my daughter, the more I 
saw her mom. 
  I settled in and flipped on the TV. I normally reveled in the last hours of the day, they 
were my escape. But tonight was different. I couldn’t get my mind off the whole fairy dust thing. 
What a joke that was. I noticed quite a few dust remnants on my shirt, and more had gotten 
caught up in my arm and wristwatch. That crap was like dog hair ‒ it got everywhere. I looked it 
over some, and then some more, and thought, ah, what the hell. Nobody was around to see, and 
nothing else I had tried during the past six months had worked, so why not wish for some 
goddamn magic.  
  I collected the dust, placed it in the palm of my hand, closed my eyes, painted a picture in 
my head of what I was after, felt what it would be like if it came about, and I put it all out there 
in a wish. I wished when I looked at my daughter, I’d see her, just her, that’s all. Yeah, I actually 
made a wish with fairy dust, and I’ll be damned if it didn’t feel deeper than any birthday wish or 
fountain wish I’d ever done. Then I opened my eyes and blew on the dust, sending it out to do 
what it does, I guess, and it danced around my head like this was all normal. Once it was set in 
motion, I couldn’t shut it down fast enough. I swatted it, and punched at it with my ham fists. It 
didn’t care. It was getting a kick out of me even trying to make it stop. It fluttered about my head 
for a bit, then, poof, it vanished as if it were all a dream. I got to say, its disappearance was 
welcome though. A grown man playing around with his daughter’s fairy dust just ain’t right. 
  I did what I always do before bed. I nestled in real cozy-like in the well-worn butt groove 
of my couch, and zoned out watching TV. Some Pabst Blue Ribbon slid down my throat gulp by 
delicious gulp until my eyes got unbearably heavy and shut tight for the night. 
  At daybreak, on what was supposed to be a lazy Saturday morning, I was jostled awake 
by my little Bug hopping up and down on the couch like a caffeinated bunny. Where the hell did 
she get that energy? Each jump jiggled my gut. “Stop jumping, you’ll break the only couch I got. 



Geez, it’s just a quarter.” Still clutched in my hand was a photo of my wife. I didn’t remember 
retrieving it the night before. I never did remember. Yet each morning I would wake up with the 
portrait of her round face smiling at me with those big, bright eyes that still seemed to take in 
everything. I propped up the frame on the coffee table so I could sneak glances at her as I saw fit. 
  “You’re not gonna believe it, Daddy. Look.” Her little girl shrieks reached a fever pitch. 
My God, all this for a quarter? It’s not like I ran out last night and got a gold coin for her. 
  “I’m glad you like it, my little love bug. Now, let Daddy get some more sleep. You know 
how to turn on the TV, and you know how to make your own cereal. I’m so tired, sweetie. Good 
night.” 
  “You have to see it, Daddy.” She clapped her hands at a pace that set my head spinning. 
“Open it.” 
  She wasn’t gonna quit. Yep, she was a lot like her mom alright. I figured the sooner I did 
this thing, the sooner I’d get back to sleep. I took the tooth fairy container in my hands. I had to 
admit it looked pretty darn cool in a sparkly fairy princess kind of way. I forced a big smile, 
tilted up the lid, and peeked inside. At first I didn’t know what to make of the contents. I peered 
at my daughter, then I glanced at the portrait of my wife, as if she could do anything, then after a 
moment or two, I stared back down at the gift. My daughter was hopping up and down and 
flapping her arms and beaming like it was Christmas morning. “Daddy, do you see it?” I saw it. 
Inside the tooth fairy container was a drawing of the Yoda action figure I had wished for when I 
was her age. It took me a bit to figure out what she had done. Then I got it. Somewhere along the 
way, she had stopped caring about the gold coin. Instead, she set out to get me a Yoda the only 
way she knew how. She drew one. 
  The poor girl must’ve gotten up hours early, too, because the picture had a lot of eraser 
marks from her trying to get it just right. There were even two small holes on his face where the 
paper had worn through. As for the drawing itself, Yoda’s head was too big for his body. His 
cane was missing. His ears weren’t pointy enough. I took all that in, but I couldn’t help but feel 
that the Yoda she drew was perfect. I saw magic in it, too. I noticed the attention she had paid to 
his eyes. They were kind and strong and they saw everything. She jumped some more, then 
asked, “Daddy, do you like it?” 
  I loved it. I wanted to tell her, this is the most beautiful picture I’ve ever seen. But my 
voice would be too broken up to say all that. So instead, with only a slight catch in my voice, I 
looked at her and said, “Thank you.” 
  She scooped up the framed photo of her mom in both her hands, and just held it there, 
held it there nice and still, so we could all see each other. I guess she wanted to show her mom 
the gift she had given me. I wasn’t sure. But for one endless second, it felt like we were together 
as a family again. 
  As my nose burned in a futile attempt to hold back tears, my little girl’s nose crinkled. 
“Why are you crying, Daddy?” she asked. I scooped her up on my lap, and gave her a big 
squeeze. She let out a deep breath and rested her head on my shoulder. If I could have stayed like 
that forever, I would have because in that moment I knew we would both be okay. I rocked us 
back and forth for a while, and I held her there in my arms. Before long, I found myself gazing in 
wonder at the most precious gift I’d ever received; for the first time in a long time, I saw, I really 
saw, my little Anna Grace. 













Sweet High Bath of Unknowing 
- Julie Kim Slavin 
 
Bright sun, oblique sun of late afternoon  
in a small alpine town, 
white and tan horses grazing snow melt 
and snow in lazing fields –  
 
Could I remember more of childhood 
or its sibling, youth, 
I might know what it is about capturing beauty, 
such as horses in a winter's field,  
paradox of fierce wan sun,  
frail askew houses on tilting hills. 
 
Will I give to darkness, 
not a trace of warm breath muzzling 
some sweet high bath of land 
gently withering away sweet morsels that rise, 
valiant, to meet the longing tongue? 
 
Leaving, I saw again how day 
is snipped by night in abandon, 
fields become blind eyes, faces tipped to stars, 
cold moon cratered  
with sequestered keepsakes of day. 
 
Might one conjure what beckoned us this time –  
not the illness, as in those urgent, more somber days –  
but what continues to lure to alien terrain, 
to genteel murderous horses,  
clapboard houses blinking, 
grand shadows of marginless mountains 
 
and with such need to sing, to paint 
the certain vex of nostalgia,  
for what, exactly – can I,  
can one ever say? 
 



Unrequited Love 
- Natalie Crick 
 
My kiss has slipped off 
Like a dress.  
It unpeels itself, a gift. 
 
Trees unfurl their branches, 
Limbs of whores 
Stumbling in the wind. 
 
I long 
For you, 
My tongue back in my mouth 
 
A restless bird,  
Love running, 
Freezing to ice on the lake 
 
Only to be washed away 
When the sun sinks to a whisper 
Drowning in white rain. 











Submission Guidelines 

We publish thoughtful, provocative fiction, poetry, essays and visual arts. 
 
Submissions are accepted year-round. 
∙ If accepted, submissions may appear in any quarterly issue. 
∙ Biographical information will be requested for accepted submissions. 
∙ If your submission was previously published, please cite the reference. 
∙ Simultaneous submissions should be accompanied by a statement stating so. 
∙ If your work is accepted elsewhere prior to our evaluation, please notify us. 
∙ No erotica or works which rely on explicit language or gratuitous violence. 
∙ All work must be original and in English. 
 
∙ Fiction and essays can be up to 5000 words. 
∙ No novel excerpts 
∙ No memoirs 
∙ No genre fiction; e.g., horror, science fiction, mysteries 
∙ Fiction should deal with critical, universal aspects of human behavior. 
∙ Essays can be on any topic but must express a reasoned opinion. 
∙ Poems should have strong images and concise, evocative language. 
∙ Visual arts which elicit the comment, "How interesting!" are desired. 
∙ Submit visual arts as .jpg files; do not send .tif or .bmp files. 
∙ Accepted visual arts may be reduced to fit the available space. 
∙ Prose and poetry may be accompanied by one or more relevant photos. 
 
∙ Mac users, please be sure that your files are readable by Windows 10. 
∙ This magazine does not currently pay upon publication. 
 
Accepted material will be edited. If changes are deemed significant, the contributor will be 
notified and given an opportunity to accept the changes or request that the piece be withdrawn 
from publication. 
 
Send submissions to gphillips938@comcast,net Send 1 prose piece, 1-5 poems, or 1-4 photos at 
a time. For prose or poetry, type or paste your submission into the body of the email message. 
We will not open any unsolicited print attachments. Photos, however, should be sent as 
attachments. Include your name and e-mail address. 
 
Please expect to wait up to one month for a reply. Occasionally, with email, there are technical 
difficulties. We cannot be responsible for delay or loss of submissions. To check on the status of 
your submission after one month has passed, please send a message to 
gphillips938@comcast.net. 
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By submitting your work to Front Porch Review, you grant us the right to archive your work 
online for an indefinite period of time. You retain all other rights. Once the issue featuring your 
work has been published, you are free to republish your work as you wish, online and/or in print. 
You are also welcome to create a link to Front Porch Review from your personal Website. 




